The Ouriginal Webinbox
Inbox update (Receivers)

Since our initial product launch in the spring of 2021, we have worked constantly
to bring further improvements to our customers’ screens. Administrators are now
responsible for assigning a role and unit to each user. Your role determines what
features you have access to, your unit is mainly a tool for managing users.
Multiple reiceiver addresses
Admins have gained a new feature for managing users in units. For each unit of
which you are a receiver, you get a unique receiver address. This helps you manage your inbox more effectively.
Improved navigation
We have redesigned the create/upload button and the navigation to feature new
icons and, most importantly, save about 25% horizontal space.
Source Filter
If enabled, receivers can add URLs or documents to their source filter. Findings that
match items in the source filter will be hidden from the report.
Better search & filters
We’ve improved our search function to give you more relevant results. We’ve also
added a filter that lets you hide all received documents and view only the documents you uploaded yourself.
Report & confirmation emails
If enabled by your admin, you can now choose to receive emails when a new report is available or to receive confirmation emails after a docment has been submitted.
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Switch workspaces
Do you teach at more than one school? Now you can switch between your
workspaces without having to log out.

In addition to the options already mentioned, there are also ways to customize
access to reports and report percentages, view receiver or submitter data, and
download reports.
Depending on your role, the documents in your bin can be included or excluded
from future analyses. The same applies to documents that you delete from your
trash – they can even be permanently deleted.
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